Intra-operative feedback and dynamic compensation for image-guided robotic focal ultrasound surgery.
This paper describes a non-invasive remote temperature measurement technique integrated with a biomechatronic surgery system devised in our laboratory and named FUSBOT (Focal Ultrasound Surgery RoBOT). FUSBOTs use High-Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) for ablation of cancers/tumors and targets accessible through various soft-tissue acoustic windows in the human body. The focused ultrasound beam parameters are chosen so that biologically significant temperature rises are achieved only within the focal volume. In this paper, FUSBOT(BS), a customized system for breast surgery, is taken as a representative example to demonstrate the implementation and the results of non-invasive feedback during ablation. An 8-axis PC-based controller controls various sub-sections of the system within a safe constrained work envelope. Temperature is a prime target parameter in ablative procedures, and it is of paramount importance that means should be devised for its measurement and control in order to design optimal dose protocols and judge the efficacy of FUS systems. A customized sensory interface is devised and integrated with FUSBOT(BS), and dedicated software algorithms are embedded for surgical planning based on real-time guidance and feedback. Variations in the physical parameters of the tissue interacting with the incident modality are used as surgical feedback. The use of real-time ultrasound imaging and data processed from various sensors to deduce lesion position and thermal feedback during surgery, as integrated with the robotic system for online surgical planning, is described. Dynamic registration algorithms are developed for compensation and re-registration of the robotic end-effector with respect to the target, and representative empirical outcomes for lesion tracking and online temperature estimation in various biological tissues are presented.